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For Your Eyes Only! Never Before Revealed Secrets of a High-Profiting Alibi Service.... Run a profitable

business or just use the secrets for yourself! Discover How You Can Immediately Profit & Pay Little to

Nothing Starting an Alibi Service What Could $20,000 a Month Do for You? You didn't land here by

accident. You are seeking a a homebased opportunity with little to no start up costs with immediate

profitability. You dont dare think of paying someone to start a business, you want the freedom and

knowledge needed to start this on your own. You are now in the right place. Never before revealed

information is here at your fingertips that has previously not been shared or made so readily available to

the public. These inside secrets came from an extensive interview I did with a successsul and

high-profiting alibi service. Were Talking About Selling 100 LEGAL Alibis! Everyone at some point needs

to get away from someone. A wife meeting a secret lover, an adult child of snooping or nagging parents,

a boss that wont grant vacation, a girlfriend that would be jealous of a meeting with an ex-girlfriend. We

arent speaking of illegal alibis; getting out of court duty, insurance fraud, etc. This service only deals with

100 legal & verifyable alibis provided to its clients! People are willilng and read to pay for assistance to

cover their tracks. Should this be you who sweeps the footsteps from the sand? People really buy legal

alibis? You bet they do! There are just a handful of companies now that sell alibis, which is another great

reason to start now. Some specialize in only one service, for example fake Doctor notes. Others offer a

plethora of services from fake seminar visits to simulated flight and hotel comfirmations. Who would buy

an alibi & why? Here's some examples to answer this question: Example #1 - A college student.... ...that

doesn't want to go home for thanksgiving, so he hires your company to craft an excuse complete with the

means for his family to verify his need to be away through phone, email, fax or just about any form of

communication. Example #2 - An average husband.... ...who wants to meet with an ex-girlfriend

innocently to reminice about old times. He knows his wife would not approve, so he contracts your service

to make it appear as if he's at an important training seminar. Example #3 - A young professional....

...gentleman out on a blind date that his aunt often sets up for him once a month. He's used to her not

choosing the right girl, but doens't want to hurt anyone's feelings so contracts your service to help him get
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out in case the date isn't going well. Why would you choose to sell legal alibis for profit? Is This

Immediate-Profit, Low overhead homebased opportunity right for you? Are you are seeking the right

home based opportunity with little to no overhead? You want low to no start up costs, and a business that

has opportunity to grow your pocket book, but also has the longeivity to last into the future and operate for

years to come. Here are 3 of the top reasons to choose to run a legal alibi service: 1. Money .and lots of

it. From where? People who want to hide from spouses, significant others, parents, employers and others

for discreet get-aways. 2. Flexible Schedule - You are the boss, so you set the hours. Crafty enough to

build your own website? Then much of the work can be automated. The rest can be scheduled in

advance to meet your needs, and the client will be happy to pre-schedule per your policy! 3. Ability To

Work From Anywhere - As long as you have an internet connection, a computer, and a cell phone you

can work from anywhere! Build up your business and travel the world! Work from home, grandmas house,

or The Bahamas! Don't want to sell abilis? Use them for yourself! This guide is beneficial to the person

needing ideas and ways to get out of obligations or mask their identity. If you want to learn cutting edge

legal ways to hide where you are, this guide is absolutely necessary! How does the service work for its

clients? Some of the ways the service covers its clients track is by providing: Providing phone numbers in

any US city or foreign destination that can be dialed to or from. Changing caller ID to any country, any

phone number. Changing the IP address of the clients internet connection to any US city or foreign

designation. Phone acting - representing a boss, coworker, friend or other party when necessary.

Providing realistic comfirmations for future hotel, flight and car rental plans. Simulating a seminar,

complete with standard documents, comfirmations, and a "simulated" office with receptionist. How do I

start selling alibis from the convenience of your own home? The Get Rich Selling Alibis e-book will guide

you through every detail of setting up a full service alibi company. You can of course choose to specialize

in only one service as you see fit. Here are the Facts: Low to no start up costs if you can buys this ebook,

you already have the computer and internet connection necessary, and most everyone already has a

phone line of some sort. Don't spend a cent until the client does - through the structure of the service, you

will make money from the client before you do any work. Then once the client purchases a service, you

still do not spend a cent until you collect this fee from the client. How does this work? The secrets are

revealed in Get Rich Selling Alibis! Operate anytime, anywhere - The scheduling is up to you, and as long

as you have a computer, a phone line and an internet connection, you can work from anywhere beit



home, Cincinatti, or Nepal. Here's what you get when you order "Get Rich Selling Alibis" A complete

explanation of what an alibi service is and how it works. Types of clients - some are "seedy" and some

are innocent, learn to weed out the illegal alibi seeker from the legitimate. Structure of the service - How

you deliver the alibi. Masked Phone Numbers & IP Addresses - how to obtain phone numbers & IP

addresses in various US cities & foreign countries for extremly low costs. 100 Untraceable Phone Lines -

How this legally possible option can make you money, and how to obtain the service. Business Needs

Get Rich Selling Alibis details in full all of the possible needs of the alibi service. Some examples of what

is discussed incldues: Software Needed Do you already have what you need to fully operate? Mostly

likely so, and if you want to upgrade this guide will show you what you need. To employ or not to employ?

- This guide with help you get started on your own, and staff others when your business grows beyond

your capability to run it yourself. Scripts - Different types of phone scripts are needed, and this book will

detail each type so you are ready ahead of time! Marketing tools You have to make people aware of you

somehow. You can use free routes or use paid ones. This guide will explain them all. Services You will

need other businesses that provide specific services that will assist you with providing alibis that

successfully cover your clients tracks 100. This guide will explain each and every one needed, and will

give you their web address! Types of Services Get Rich Selling Alibis details in full the complete range of

alibi services available. There are so many types of alibis that can be constructed, and this guide is going

to give you the basis for creating custom alibis per each clients' individual needs. Some examples that are

ever growing popular include: Simulated Friends to the Rescue! How and when would someone use this

service? Find out how easy this is to promote across various demographics. Simulated Confirmations -

How do you fake a hotel, car rental or airline confirmation in such a skilled way that an inquiring spouse or

parent won't see the difference? Read Get Rich Selling Alibis for the secret! Simulated Hotel Stays - No

full-service alibi service would be complete without the ability to mask the clients stay at a ritsy resort from

a desk clerk to hotel voice mail to simulated confirmation and billing! Discreet Shopping - learn how you

can profit from others shopping needs How to stay legal by selling only 100 legal alibis Although the

ability to sell completely legal alibis is within your reach, there are risks involved if you don't know what

you are doing. You must take certain precautions to make sure that the client is not acting in an illegal

manner. There is a time and place to sell alibis, and a time not to, and this ebook will explain why and

how to act. You also must prepare legally in case a client was to slip through your careful investigation of



his use of the service for illegal purposes so that you are held harmless, and even compensated if such

an unlikely case arose. Wait, there's more! Supplimental items to help you get started.... Bonus #1 Virtual

email confirmations templates for airline, hotel and car rental provided to help you get started! Bonus #2

Simulated employement documents to back up a clients need to mask his or her employement status or

location! Bonus #3 Scripts to be used by the phone actor in such cases as a hotel operator or seminar

receptionist! Bonus #4 Lifetime Support . Druthers Publishing is constantly searching for new selling tips

and techniques. You will be notified with any hot updates!
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